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With the improvement of people’s living standards, ethnic tourism has begun to develop in an all-round way, and correspondingly, ethnic cultural products have become more and more dazzling. However, the current tourists’ satisfaction with ethnic cultural tourism products is generally low, so the innovative design of tourism products is an important means to improve the satisfaction of tourism products. The purpose of this paper was to use digital information technology to study the innovation of national cultural wisdom tourism product design and to optimize tourism products. This paper first expounded the experiential design of ethnic cultural tourism products which applies the TEAR theory, and the ASEB grid analysis introduced the four factors of theme, environment, activity, and reaction, analyzed the experience of tourism from the perspective of tourists, then introduced the extraction and development process of digital information technology, and then built a three-dimensional digital model of ethnic cultural tourism product design to lay a solid foundation for product design. In addition, this paper took the development of ethnic cultural tourism products in Yunnan ethnic villages as a case to investigate and analyze the tourist market and tourist needs and finally put forward some product design ideas and suggestions. Through the research and analysis of tourists, it is found that there are more young and middle-aged tourists in Yunnan ethnic villages, and most of them travel with their families. According to the survey of tourists’ preferences, more than 80% of tourists like high-quality and low-cost tourism products, and nearly 50% of tourists want to gain a thinking experience in tourist attractions. The most popular forms of tourists were ethnic art and traditional culture. Therefore, designers can design tourism products according to the preferences of tourists and improve the satisfaction of tourism products.

1. Introduction

Today’s cultural and creative industry is a symbol of national cultural soft power in the new era, and countries are paying more and more attention to the development and innovation of cultural creative industries. But at present, only a very small part of the ethnic cultural tourist souvenirs in tourist attractions are relatively high quality. On the whole, the tourist products of most scenic spots lack a certain aesthetic feeling, the product quality is low, and their style are same. They are without the characteristics and connotations of unique scenic spots. Therefore, innovative research on the design of ethnic cultural tourism products is an important way to improve the satisfaction of ethnic cultural tourism products. Since the 21st century, ethnic tourism has moved towards a rational development path. Driven by the rapid economic and social development, ethnic tourism has developed in an all-round way. From the perspective of the tourism market, the proportion of products such as vacations, scientific expeditions, and studies in ethnic tourism has increased significantly; tourists from all over the world have shown a clear preference for ethnic products with unique scenery and rich customs. Ethnic tourism has received more attention, and together with natural sightseeing tours and historical sites tours, three major tourism products have been formed.

With the development of tourism, tourists have higher and higher requirements for the quality and service of ethnic cultural tourism, which have been given greater expectations in terms of service and experience. People’s demand for
ethnic cultural tourism products is not just a simple commodity supply, but it has transformed into a more comfortable humanistic experience or spiritual satisfaction. This demand not only promotes the innovative design of cultural tourism products but also stimulates the self-innovation of cultural creative industries. Using the most cutting-edge information network technology and equipment accurately and timely obtains various tourism-related data information and applies it. In this way, the purpose of intelligence and automation in tourism management, marketing, service, and experience can be achieved so as to promote the transformation and development of the overall tourism industry towards comprehensive, integrated, and compatible aspects which can effectively promote the development level of ethnic cultural tourism and then promote the overall tourism satisfaction and cultural identity of tourists.

The digital signal transmission of digital information technology is stable and reliable, and it is suitable for digital special effects and image processing. The innovations of this paper are as follows: (1) Starting from the connotation of tourism culture of Yunnan ethnic villages, it interprets how ethnic culture is rooted in tourism products and thus obtains the premise of the interaction between ethnic culture and tourism products, that is, there must be a certain point of convergence between the two. (2) Based on digital information technology, the application of digital technology in product development improves the design and processing efficiency of products, making the products more detailed and exquisite. Then combined with TEAR theory and ASEB grid analysis method, the satisfaction of tourists’ ethnic cultural tourism products is conducted to analyze in-depth.

2. Related Work

Many scholars have paid attention to the innovation research on the design and innovation of ethnic cultural wisdom tourism products. Zhang et al. used the questionnaire survey method to study the social-political significance of cultural creative tourism to national identity, and they determined the specific role of cultural factors affecting national identity. The results of the study confirm that cultural creative tourism helps tourists build a sense of national identity [1]. Taking Vanuatu as a case, Jin studied the development of characteristic cultural tourism products and created a series of cultural tourism products and characteristic tourism souvenir brands with the theme of national cultural tourism, which effectively enhanced Vanuatu’s cultural influence and the level of modern service industry and realize the optimization of tourism consumption structure [2]. Through the research on the development of ecological cultural tourism products in the imperial palace, Yafei et al. analyzed the innovative countermeasures of the experiential ecological cultural products in the imperial palace trying to bring inspiration and reference to the development of ecological cultural tourism products in other scenic spots [3]. Datta et al. studied tourists’ attitudes towards purchasing ethnic cultural tourism products online and investigated the factors that influence travelers’ online purchase of tourism products. The research results have shown that income and age are the biggest factors affecting tourists’ online purchasing attitudes [4]. But these methods lack an accurate algorithmic model to design and improve products.

The three-dimensional model based on digital information technology can effectively shorten the design and development cycle of products and speed up the production efficiency of tourism products. Kirpes et al.’s survey demonstrates the value of using 3D product models for product design and assembly, the current state of organizations that do not use the model, and their expected value for possible future implementations. The results of this research can be applied to product design in various fields [5]. Liu described the product development and design process of enterprises under the mass customization production mode and formed a software system that can be applied to actual product development. Through experiments and analysis, the feasibility of the tourism product design process has been verified [6]. Park and Koo examined emerging trends in 3D technology in apparel design research and product development to achieve rapid prototyping and effectively evaluate product performance. The research results can effectively improve consumers’ satisfaction with product functionality, aesthetics, and comfort of various kinds of clothing including sportswear, performance clothing, and ethnic clothing [7]. Chu and Chien researched whether designers’ use of 3D could help them improve their ability to interpret product features. The independent variables of the experiment included spatial ability, task complexity, and display mode. The results of this research are widely used in the design and development of tourism products [8]. However, these studies have not been combined with the preference survey of intended customers; thus, the results obtained will inevitably be somewhat discrepancies.

3. Methods of Innovation of National Cultural Wisdom Tourism Products

3.1. Experience-Based Design of Ethnic Cultural Tourism Products

3.1.1. TEAR Theory of Experiential Design of Ethnic Cultural Tourism Products. Tourism is a remote experience, which tries to create a remote feeling, happy travel, and wonderful experience for tourists [9]. Before the experiential design of tourism products, through the investigation and analysis of tourists’ tourism motivation, experience needs, etc., and the design and optimization of the products according to the actual needs of tourists, it can effectively improve tourists’ satisfaction with ethnic cultural tourism products [10].

(1) Experience Theme. Liking a moving drama, a beautiful experience needs a seductive theme which is the foundation and soul of the experience. From the tourist’s point of view, an attractive and healthy theme can effectively arouse their associations, make them have expectations, then resonate with the information conveyed by the sights in front of them during the tour, and then make positive reflections. Thus, a two-way interaction between the host and the guest can be generated smoothly. From the product’s point of view, the theme seems to be the “Shen Yun” of the product, which
makes each item in the product “scattered in shape but not in spirit.” So, how can tourists grasp and better understand and feel the theme? According to the context of the theme product and the experience needs of tourists, experience clues (such as ethnic song and dance culture, ethnic religious culture, and ethnic science and technology culture) are proposed, so that tourists can accurately grasp the meaning of the product. In this way, the sense organs of tourists can be fully mobilized, so that they can leave an unforgettable experience and strengthen the travel experience.

(2) Environment Creation. One of the key points of experiential design of ethnic cultural tourism products is to create a unique and distinctive cultural atmosphere, to create an aesthetic realm that can generate lasting appeal so as to form its own unique tourism value and then win the market [11]. By rendering the atmosphere, creating the environment, and designing the scene and other methods to achieve the purpose of tourism experience and taste the national cultural customs, these can make the interaction between the subject and the object, then generate feelings from the scene, and finally realize the mutual blending of the situation and the scene so as to enhance the tourists’ travel experience.

(3) Participate in Activities. The process of interaction between the tourist subject and the experience object is the process of experience generation. Ethnic cultural tourism theme products provide tourists not only a superficial experience, but an in-depth experience in various aspects [12, 13]. Different from the surface experience, the in-depth experience allows tourists to participate in various folk activities and taste local delicacies, so that they can have some physical and mental contact and communication with tourist attractions and service personnel in tourist areas (points). At the same time, tourists can understand the local ethnic culture in immersive which can create a unique experience for them. The future development direction of ethnic cultural tourism theme products will guide tourists to try another way of life [14].

(4) Visitor Reaction. The experience is interactive, and tourists are the main body of the experience. The end of tourism activities does not mean the end of the experience. The actual feelings of tourists about the tourism product will provide ideas and inspiration for the experience design of tourism products [15]. The response of tourists after experiencing the national cultural tourism theme products involves four aspects of sensory experience, emotional experience, thinking experience, and action experience, which refers specifically to tourists’ perceptions of ethnic culture including landscapes, atmosphere creation, folk activities, singing and dancing performances, infrastructure, service quality, tourism prices, and the satisfaction when tourists getting along with local residents or service staff.

3.1.2. Model of Experiential Design of Ethnic Cultural Tourism Products. Based on the above description, the experiential design mode of ethnic cultural tourism products is obtained, as shown in Figure 1.

This model shows that guided by the tourism market, the experience theme of tourism products has been brought out on the basis of the analysis and evaluation of ethnic cultural tourism resources, tourism market and existing tourism products, comprehensive analysis of the context of tourism areas, and analysis of tourists’ experience needs. Then various experience clues were selected around the theme, and experiential design was carried out for the attractions, participatory activities, special souvenirs, facilities, and services of ethnic cultural tourism theme product. After the theme product was put into the market, the designer should continue to track the changes in tourists’ experience needs and experience quality and then make timely adjustments to the details of the ethnic cultural tourism product according to the response of tourists.

3.1.3. ASEP Raster of Tourism Products. The ASEP raster analysis is a comprehensive application of the ASEP analysis and SWOT analysis. It takes tourists as the center and analyzes the experience process from the perspective of tourists. At the same time, it guides the managers of tourist areas (points) to strengthen the experience of the main body through the experience-based design of tourism products and improve the satisfaction of tourists [16, 17].

The ASEP raster analysis is a joint derivative of SWOT analysis and ASEP requirement hierarchy. The horizontal axis is the four levels of requirements, and the vertical axis is the four aspects of SWOT [18]. The ASEP raster analysis is a binary matrix, which is applied to the experience design of ethnic cultural tourism theme products. It can be concluded that the so-called activities are various tourism activities carried out around a specific theme, including characteristic folk activities. The background is the environment and atmosphere; the experience is the feeling that tourists get when consuming the national cultural theme tourism products; the final benefit is the tourists’ evaluation of the satisfaction and gain of the tourism experience. The details can be seen from Table 1: the background is the environment and atmosphere; the experience is the feeling that tourists get when consuming the national cultural theme tourism products; the final benefit is the tourists’ evaluation of the satisfaction and gain of the tourism experience.

3.2. Digital Information Technology. In the field of design, the application of digital technology has changed the traditional design methods and processes to a certain extent, which gives design and creation a new context and challenging the original structural form and aesthetic characteristics [19]. The application of digital technology to product development is to replace the original backward manual creation mode with digital design and manufacturing, so that the design has a wider space for change and development, the generation and expression of the design are more accurate, and the design modification and evaluation are more accurate, that greatly improve the design and processing efficiency and shorten the research and development cycle. The finished product manufacturing process is more concise and intuitive, and the data is more accurate.
3.2.1. Digital Extraction Technology. In the design process, when designers apply design materials, they often have to extract naturally existing materials into applicable design elements before they can be applied to the design process. The realization of the extraction process requires the help of digital extraction technology. Digital extraction is the process of digitally collecting and processing design materials in the form of two-dimensional and three-dimensional data by using digital equipment, such as digital cameras, computers, and scanners.

Two-dimensional data extraction mainly relies on digital cameras and computer graphics image editing software to complete. The specific process is as follows: using a digital camera to collect naturally existing design materials into picture format and importing the pictures into computer graphics image editing software, such as Illustrator, CorelDraw, and Photoshop. In the graphics and image processing software, the designable elements are extracted by means of tick, draw, cut, etc. and then modified, improved, and saved according to the design requirements, that is, a complete two-dimensional data design element is obtained, as shown in Figure 2.

3D data extraction is the process of reconstructing the 3D model of the actual product by using technical means such as reverse engineering. Reverse engineering technology is to use a 3D scanning system to collect point cloud data on the solid surface, then process the point cloud with the help of reverse engineering software, and rebuild the 3D model based on the point cloud data results [20, 21]. Using reverse engineering technology to achieve 3D data extraction
requires three steps of solid surface digitization, surface reconstruction, and solid model reconstruction. Among them, solid surface digitization is to extract the surface data of solid samples and then process the data; surface reconstruction is to reconstruct the surface model of the collected object; solid model reconstruction is the process of recreating a high-quality CAD model with complete structure and perfect surface using digital modeling technology based on the surface model, as shown in Figure 3.

In contemporary times, the application of digital extraction technology not only accumulates a large number of digital materials for the innovative research and development of tourist souvenirs but also allows more people to appreciate the characteristic national culture from multiple dimensions, so that the national culture can get better dissemination and protection in the society with the rapid development of information technology.

3.2.2. Product Design and Development Process in Digital Information Technology Environment. Digital design is an innovative design for the purpose of making design works more full and accurate. It is a thinking concept and design method that runs through the entire product design process from the overall situation. Digital design should not be simply used as a drawing or performance tool [22]. Under the conditions of digital technology, different design software will be applied to different stages of product development, and the development of design ideas and the methods and processes used in design will show a new look. Table 2 shows the application of digital design software and hardware at each stage of ethnic cultural tourism product design.

In the process of product digital design, the expansion and development of the design are all carried by the 3D data model. The designer does not need to participate in all the design work but cooperates with other professionals who carry out product research and development at the same time. This way of working overturns the serial design mode in which the designer has the sole authority to create products in the past. It allows more relevant personnel to participate in the design process in a timely manner, complete design tasks synchronously and cross-wise, communicate the dynamics of design development, and change in a timely manner so as to ensure the smooth development of products. The use of digital technology has not only improved the way designers work but also revolutionized the form and approach of product design. In the digital technology environment, product design and development are more accurate and faster, and the design process is more systematic and complete.

3.2.3. Design of Ethnic Cultural Tourism Products Based on Digital Information Technology. Tourism souvenir design is a complex creative activity. The design and development of national cultural tourism souvenirs based on digital information technology, then on the basis of traditional processing technology, adopt the digital product design and
3.3. 3D Digital Model of National Cultural Tourism Product Design. The information of MBD model is the only data source for manufacturing, which can be stored and transmitted between different information management platforms. It not only realizes the production steps of product design, process, manufacturing, inspection, etc. but also shortens the whole life cycle of the product. Process information covers all kinds of information in product manufacturing, such as product design, tooling, process, manufacturing, inspection, etc., while MBD process information model is the representation of products in different design, manufacturing, and other processes. In the manufacturing process, the MBD model is the basis for process information transmission and the only data information carrier. It adds process information required for process design at different stages and manages the process information of different models [23, 24].

Supposing the sequence of input MBD model data is

$$A = a_1a_2 \cdots a_n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The output encoding sequence is

$$B = b_1b_2 \cdots b_n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The relationship between $A$ and $B$ satisfies

$$B = \begin{cases} s, & s = 1 \\ \min \{e|a s_1 s_2 e = a s_1 s_2 e^\lambda\}, & a s_1 s_2 e \neq a s_1 s_2 e^\lambda. \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

If $b_{s-1} = b_s$, $a_s$ is considered in repeat mode; otherwise, it is in normal mode. If

$$b_s = b_{s+1} = \cdots = b_{s+\lambda}(\lambda \geq 1),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$b_s = b_{s+1} \cdots b_{s+\lambda} \neq b_{s+\lambda+1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

then its corresponding string $a_s a_{s+1} \cdots a_{s+\lambda}$ forms a repeating pattern of $\lambda + 1$.

In order to increase the matching length of one time, the following can be set:

$$m = b_{s-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
If 
\[ b_i < b_{i+1}, \] 
then \( a_i \) does not belong to the repeating pattern; if \( a_{i-1} \) is the repeating pattern, the repeating pattern ends here.

Then construct the adaptive Huffman optimal tree. Let \( D \) denote an optimal prefix-encoded complete binary tree for character set \( U \). The frequency of the character \( u \) in \( U \) is \( g(u) \). Get the optimal encoding:

\[ g(p) = g(a) + g(b), \] 
\[ D' = D - \{a, b\}, \] 
\[ U' = U - \{a, b\} \cup \{p\}. \]

The average code length \( T(D) \) of \( D \) can be represented by the average code length \( T(D') \) of \( D' \). For any \( u \in U - \{a, b\} \), there are

\[ v_D(u) = v_{D'}(u). \]

Therefore, there is

\[ g(u)v_D(u) = g(u)v_{D'}(u). \]

On the other hand

\[ v_D(a) = v_D(b) = v_{D'}(p) + 1. \]

Thus

\[ g(a)v_D(a) + g(b)v_D(b) = (g(a) + g(b))(v_{D'}(p) + 1). \]

Get that

\[ T(D) = T(D') + g(a) + g(b). \]

When formula (15) is satisfied, the constructed tree is the optimal substructure.

Variable-length coding is performed according to the constructed improved adaptive Huffman optimal tree. There are two forms of encoding. One is that the string belongs to the normal mode. According to the principle of the adaptive Huffman compression algorithm, the encoding is performed in the form of “0” and “1” according to the left and right subtrees. The other is that the string belongs to the repeating pattern and is encoded according to the principle of its string repeating finder—the letter representing the repeating pattern is prefixed. The length of the variable-length encoding is the shortest, and the compression effect is achieved.

\[ Q(O) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} R_n. \]

Among them \( Q(O) \) is the entropy of the adaptive Huffman coding:

\[ R_n = - \sum_{k_2=0}^{k_n=0} \sum_{k_1=1}^{k_2=2} W(A_1 = k_1, A_2 = k_2, \ldots, A_n = k_n) \log W(A_1 = k_1, A_2 = k_2, \ldots, A_n = k_n), \]

\[ W(A_1 = k_1, A_2 = k_2, \ldots, A_n = k_n) = \frac{C_x}{n}. \]

Among them, \( C_x \) is the frequency of character occurrence, that is, the weight value, \( W(A_1 = k, A_2 = k_2, \ldots, A_n = k_n) \), is the probability of character occurrence, \( O \) represents the source character, and \( Q(O) \) represents the entropy.

For the source character \( O \) set

\[ I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_k\}. \]

Its probability model is

\[ \{W(i_1), W(i_2), \ldots, W(i_k)\}. \]

The average length of the encoding is expressed as

\[ H = \sum_{j=1}^{k} W(i_j) H_j, \]

\[ Q(O) - H = \sum_{j=1}^{k} W(i_j) \log_2 W(i_j) - \sum_{j=1}^{k} W(i_j) H_j \leq \log_2 \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{k} 2^{-H_j} \right]. \]

Using the improved adaptive Huffman compression model to lighten the data information of the MBD model, it can achieve the effect of greatly reducing the weight of the MBD model data, reduce the amount of information transmitted by the network, improve the transmission efficiency, and reduce the occupied memory space.

So far, the three-dimensional digital model of ethnic cultural tourism product design has been constructed. Next, we will conduct tourist market research and tourist demand research for tourism product development, master the preference elements of tourists’ ethnic cultural products, and carry out targeted design and development.

4. Experiment of National Cultural Tourism Product Design

4.1. Investigation of Tourist Market in Yunnan Minzu Village Tourism Product Development. Aiming at the core attraction of ethnic cultural tourism and the demand of the tourism market, statistics on personal characteristics and behavior of tourists are carried out. The questionnaires are randomly distributed in Yunnan ethnic village scenic spots, and 300 questionnaires are distributed in total. Through recovery and review, a total of 294 valid questionnaires were obtained, with an effective recovery rate of 96%.
4.1.1. Personal Characteristics Survey of Tourists. The age level and occupational structure of tourists to Yunnan Minzu Village are shown in Figure 5.

From the age group in Figure 5(a), the most tourists are in the age group of 21-35, with 123 people, accounting for 41.8%; followed by the age group of 36-50, with 95 people, accounting for 32.3%; under 20 years old, there are 46 people in the age group, accounting for 15.7%, 17 tourists aged 51-65, accounting for 5.8%, and 13 tourists over the age of 65, accounting for 4.4%. It can be seen that most of the tourists visiting ethnic villages are young and middle-aged people aged 21 to 35. People at this stage are full of energy and have sufficient leisure time to travel, and the travel rate is generally higher than that of other age groups.

From the occupational level of tourists in Figure 5(b), among the tourists visiting ethnic villages, students account for the largest proportion, with 88 people accounting for 29.9%; students have more spare time, have national statutory holidays, and have a strong desire to learn, and the travel rate is higher; followed by company employees, there are 69 people, accounting for 23.5%; institutions have 38 employees, accounting for 12.9%; retirees have 31 people, accounting for 10.6%. There are 25 self-employed persons, accounting for 8.5%, 20 business personnel, accounting for 6.8%, 10 teachers, accounting for 3.4%, 8 freelancers, accounting for 2.7%, and 5 unemployed persons, accounting for 1.7%. In the occupational composition of tourists, the proportion of students and company employees is the largest, so the design of products can take into account the needs of these two groups.

4.1.2. Other Personal Surveys of Tourists. Figure 6 shows the monthly income and travel status of tourists to Yunnan Minzu Village.

From Figure 6(a), the monthly income of tourists visiting ethnic villages shows that, except for students, the monthly income of 4,000-5,000 Yuan accounts for the largest proportion, with 83 people, accounting for 28.2%, followed by 5,000-6,000 Yuan and 3,000 Yuan. There are 68 people and 60 people with ~4,000 Yuan, accounting for 23.1% and 20.4%, 42 people with less than 3,000 Yuan, accounting for 14.3%, and 41 people with more than 6,000 Yuan, accounting for 14.0%. Most of the tourists who go to Yunnan ethnic villages are in the middle income level, and the proportion of the upper middle and upper income levels is relatively small. Therefore, tourism products that meet the needs of tourists at this level should be developed.

From Figure 6(b), tourists who travel together with their families account for the majority, with a total of 72 people, accounting for 24.5%, followed by couples traveling together, with 58 people, accounting for 19.7%, and friends traveling together. There are 50 tourists, accounting for 17%, 42 couples travel together, accounting for 14.3%, one parent and children travel together with 36 people, accounting for 12.3%; brothers and sisters travel with 23 people, accounting for 7.8%, and tourists traveling alone. There are 13 people, accounting for 4.4%. Paying attention to the courting status of tourists in ethnic villages is conducive to doing a good job in reception work in tourism service work, improving service quality, and creating good service experience and tourism products for tourists.

4.1.3. Tourist Activity Pattern Survey

(1) Tourist Motivation Survey. Through the questionnaire survey and statistical analysis using the SPSS software, the average values of the following nine tourism motivations of tourists in Yunnan ethnic villages are obtained, as shown in Table 3.

Likert scales 1 to 5 are rated on average between 1 and 2.4 for disapproval, 2.5 to 3.4 for neutral, and 3.5 to 5 for agreement. As can be seen from Table 3, among the 9 tourist motives, tourists agreed with 7 of them and expressed neutral opinions on the motives of “investigation and artistic creation” and “making new friends.” The motives of most
Table 3: Motivation survey of tourists in Yunnan ethnic villages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order number</th>
<th>Tourism motivation</th>
<th>Average value</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Approval rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Leisure and entertainment</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Get rid of the troubles from daily life</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Increase experience</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Investigation and artistic creation</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Enrich life experience</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>57.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Experience national culture</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Improve cultural cultivation</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Increase contacts with friends</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Make new friends</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Survey of other personal conditions of tourists. (a) Monthly income status of tourists. (b) Status of tourists traveling together.

Figure 7: Survey of tourists’ activity patterns. (a) The mode of transportation of the visitor. (b) The duration of the visitor’s stay.
tourists to Yunnan ethnic villages are “leisure and entertainment,” “enriching life experience,” and “experience ethnic culture.” Therefore, ethnic cultural tourism products can be designed around these three tourism motivations.

(2) Tourist Activity Pattern Survey. The travel mode and stay time of tourists to Yunnan Minzu Village are shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7(a), it can be seen from the survey on the transportation mode of tourists that among the tourists visiting Minzu Village, the transportation modes such as self-driving, bus, and subway account for a large proportion. Among them, there are 143 tourists who drive by themselves, accounting for the largest proportion, followed by tourists by bus, 67, tourists by subway, 51, and tourists by taxi, 33. Self-driving tourists have strong travel autonomy and high consumption level. At the same time, their expectations and requirements for travel are also higher, and they also have a greater demand for parking. Therefore, ethnic villages should make more targeted improvements in infrastructure and supporting facilities.

The length of stay of tourists visiting Minzu Village is shown in Figure 7(b), the proportion of staying for half a

---

**Figure 8:** Survey of tourists’ expectations and satisfaction. (a) Tourists’ expectations for the experience elements of Yunnan ethnic villages. (b) Tourists’ satisfaction with the experience elements of Yunnan ethnic villages.
day and one day is the largest, with 147 and 86, respectively; the second is two or three hours, with 38 people; the proportion of two or more days is the smallest, only 23 people. This shows that the attraction of ethnic villages to tourists is not enough. Whether it is attractions, folk activities, or facilities and services, they cannot meet the needs of tourists to a large extent.

4.2. Investigation of Tourist Demand for Tourism Product Development in Yunnan Ethnic Villages

4.2.1. Survey of Expectations. Investigating and analyzing the expectation index of tourists’ experience elements before the tour and the satisfaction after the experience and the results are shown in Figure 8.

In the evaluation variables of the experience elements of cultural tourism products in ethnic villages, the experience expectation value of folk handicraft products dropped from 4.2 to 3.8, and the experience expectation value of ethnic cultural creative products dropped from 4.4 to 4.0. It can be seen that cultural products in Yunnan ethnic villages cannot meet the expectations of tourists. Scenic spots need to intensify efforts to innovate the design of cultural and creative products and folk handicraft products in ethnic villages. However, compared with folk handicraft products, cultural and creative products need to be given priority to innovative design.

4.2.2. Survey of the Types of Experiences that Tourists Desire. It can be seen from Table 4 that 49.7% of tourists want to get thinking experience in ethnic villages, followed by action experience, accounting for 39.4% of the total number, and sensory experience and emotional experience are 42.3% and 33.4%, respectively. These data show that tourists who go to Yunnan ethnic villages have diverse needs for tourism experience; especially, the thirst for knowledge and cultural experience is very prominent. Therefore, product designers should include all four types of experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Sensory experience</th>
<th>Emotional experience</th>
<th>Thinking experience</th>
<th>Action experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Visual; auditory; smell; etc.</td>
<td>Joy; anger; sadness; joy; etc.</td>
<td>Increase knowledge; understand culture; etc.</td>
<td>Participate in various activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
<td>49.7%</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This is a multiple choice question, and respondents can choose multiple options according to their own situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflect local ethnic characteristics and cultural connotation</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own participation in production and has commemorative significance</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has symbolic meaning</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good quality and low price</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This is a multiple choice question; respondents can choose multiple options according to their own situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National costume</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk dances</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic architecture</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National competitive activities</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious sacrifice</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National art and traditional culture</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3. Investigation of Tourist Souvenirs that Tourists Love. Investigating the types of tourist souvenirs that tourists love, the data are shown in Table 5.

The results of the questionnaire survey show that tourists’ favorite tourist souvenirs are high-quality and inexpensive tourist souvenirs, followed by tourist souvenirs that can reflect local ethnic characteristics and cultural connotations, factors that take into account in tourist preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National costume</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk dances</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic architecture</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National competitive activities</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious sacrifice</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National art and traditional culture</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4. Investigation of Ethnic Cultural Expressions that Tourists Are Interested in. Investigating the ethnic cultural expressions that tourists are interested in, the data are shown in Table 6.

There are six basic forms of ethnic culture. From Table 6, it can be seen that the most popular forms of tourists are ethnic art and traditional culture, accounting for 58.8% of the total number of people; secondly, colorful ethnic costumes are also very popular among tourists, accounting for 56.4%; again, ethnic singing, dancing, and ethnic competitions account for 47.8% and 34.5%, respectively; ethnic architecture and religious sacrifices that are not easily understood by the public accounted for only 31.4% and 28.6%, and travel preferences and personality traits are closely related. Therefore, according to the needs and preferences of tourists, designers should focus on these types of national
cultural expressions favored by tourists in the experiential design.

4.3. Design Ideas of Ethnic Cultural Tourism Products

4.3.1. Enhance the Experience of Cultural Tourism Products. In a tour group, the tour guide has the closest contact with the tourists, and the tour guide’s behavior directly affects the tourists’ experience consciousness. Enriching the types of tourism experience projects is a good way to expand the tourist experience. On the basis of some semifinished products, tourists can process and perfect them by themselves. They not only have a sense of participation but also realize the inheritance of traditional skills. In the long history of national cultural development, the national diet has formed a variety of unique styles with distinctive features. An open kitchen is set up to allow tourists to experience the authentic ethnic cuisine in person. The results obtained through labor are of commemorative value. Through the on-site teaching of food, visitors can learn the production of traditional food, which is a different experience, and can taste and share the fruits of their labor on the spot. On the way to travel, through the interactive experience of cooking, they not only learn skills but also increase the connotation of tourism products.

4.3.2. Realize the Improvement of the Added Value of Cultural Tourism Products. Most of cultural tourism products are service products, which contain the main value and added value. The main value of cultural tourism products satisfies the purpose of tourists coming to the destination, not only to see the scenery but also to relax. In addition to the main value of tourism destination, there is also the added value of tourism products. In addition to meeting the main value needs of tourist destinations, it can also meet other needs of tourists. For example, the main value of tourism products in Yunnan Minzu Village Scenic Spot is sightseeing, and the added value of tourism is learning, entertainment, and leisure. A tourist destination can only provide tourists with one main value, but it can provide a variety of tourism added value at the same time.

4.3.3. Product Emotional Resonance Principle. The emotional resonance design of cultural tourism products in ethnic villages can be expressed in the following forms: first, through the relevant elements inside the ethnic villages to form historical and cultural identity; second, through the memory and experience of each tourist’s individual tourist attractions for personal emotions and feelings, use the behavioral memory of the series of activities in the scenic spot to design a series of cultural and creative products related to the interaction of ethnic villages, to stimulate tourists to develop a special emotional attachment to the ethnic villages, thereby conveying emotional needs; and third, based on the sensitivity and innocence of tourists, the method of landscaping in ethnic villages is a way of returning to nature and returning to the true human emotion. Tourists can perceive different degrees of landscape when visiting ethnic villages, which is also a common sense of sharing emotion. The research work of this paper has made a certain contribution to the innovative design of ethnic cultural tourism products, but there are still some shortcomings. Due to the limited survey sample and large differences among different individuals, the conclusions drawn may not be accurate enough. In the future work, we should collect more data from different groups of people and different scenic spots and try to minimize the error.

5. Conclusion

Through the analysis of this paper, the following conclusions are drawn: (1) Yunnan ethnic villages are rich in cultural tourism resources, of various types, and the cultural relics are intact. Cultural tourism resources rely on the natural environment, with prominent local characteristics of folk customs. The cultural tourism resources of ethnic villages have profound ethnic heritage and extensive social significance, which are extremely attractive to tourists. (2) Interregional exchanges have brought tourism activities, and with the development of tourism activities, tourism products have emerged as the times require. The tourism products of ethnic tourism destinations promote the change and development of ethnic culture through their diversity, integration, and sharing. (3) By guiding and regulating the behavior of residents, tourism development operators, and tourists in the destination, it is beneficial to explore the tourism resources of ethnic culture in ethnic areas, transform them into tourism products suitable for the market, and convey the connotation of culture for tourists. (4) In terms of tourists’ research, tourists have high expectations for ethnic cultural and creative products. More than 80% of tourists prefer high-quality and low-cost products, and the design of products should be aimed at improving cost performance; nearly 60% of tourists show product display. They have a strong interest in ethnic art and traditional culture, and product design should reflect ethnic characteristics; nearly half of the tourists want to gain a thinking experience, and tourism products can be designed to be more intelligent and interesting.
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